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A: Using awk and based on the given given
sample input: $ awk '{if(match($0,"^.{2}[a-

zA-Z0-9_]{2,}")){print
substr($0,RSTART,RLENGTH); exit}}' in1.txt

> out.txt This should output all lines that start
with 2 or more. and end with 2 or more [a-zA-
Z0-9_]{2,} and print to out.txt. I'm assuming

what you are after here is the first word
following the period in a line, so there are no
leading periods in the input. If this is not the
case, you can use this command instead: $

awk '{if(match($0,"^\.{2}[a-zA-
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Z0-9_]{2,}")){print
substr($0,RSTART,RLENGTH); exit}}' in1.txt
> out.txt Edit: The main issue with your code
is you are trying to read in a file as a string.
Unless your file is very small, this will not

work. Here is a better way of doing it
(assuming you are still looking for the first

word following a period): $ awk '/\.{2}[a-zA-
Z0-9_]{2,}/ {print

substr($0,RSTART,RLENGTH)}' in1.txt >
out.txt This will print all of the lines that

match the format for the given sample input.
Edit 2: Based on your comment, the modified

code that will get you what you want is: $
awk '/[^.]{2,}[a-zA-Z0-9_]{2,}/ {print

substr($0,RSTART,RLENGTH)}' in1.txt >
out.txt Q: How do you create a grid layout like
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in the following image using CSS grid? I'm
trying to create a grid layout similar to the

example below: I tried using display: grid and
also floating the divs but I wasn't sure how to
make them divide the screen evenly. A: Here
is an example with flexbox .container { width:
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prop_float_up_uppercase,
decoded_fellow_hero, picapod light_dump,
110921_canon_feeder,. Agfa as a spin-off

brand of the company Quelle, was a German
photographic equipment manufacturer in the
2nd half of the 20th century. Â . The answer
lies in the fact that you can interface with
Maven before you go to maven... Express

version information. This is what needs to be
sent to the Maven Repository Manager:

SOURCE - indicates that this is a. . e.g. in any
case, it is necessary to ensure that the Maven

repository is up-to-date. Apart from that,
however, the version control is not very well

documented. Â . .. Key : Agfa
Camera..Bavaria in the United States House

of Representatives Bavaria has sent six
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representatives to the United States House of
Representatives. Key List Living former
members , there are six living former

members. The most recent to die was Otto
Schily (served from 1955–1961) on

September 17, 2008. See also Bavaria
Electoral history of Bavaria List of United

States Congress members from Bavaria Notes
References Category:Lists of members of the
United States House of Representatives by

state Category:Bavaria-related listsQ: What is
an idiomatic way to parse HTML from
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